Abstract. Higher-order hereditary Harrop formulas, the underlying logical foundation of Prolog NM88 , are more expressive than rst-order Horn clauses, the logical foundation of Prolog. In particular, various forms of scoping and abstraction are supported by the logic of higherorder hereditary Harrop formulas while they are not supported by rstorder Horn clauses. Various papers have argued that the scoping and abstraction available in this richer logic can be used to provide for modular programming Mil89b , abstract data types Mil89a , and state encapsulation HM90 . None of these papers, however, have dealt with the problems of programming-in-the-large, that is, the essentially linguistic problems of putting together various di erent textual sources of code found, say, in di erent les on a persistent store into one logic program. In this paper, I propose a module system for Prolog and shall focus mostly on its static semantics.
1 Module syntax should be declarative Several modern programming languages are built on declarative, formal languages: for example, ML and Scheme are based on the -calculus and Prolog is based on Horn clauses. Initial work on developing such languages was rst concerned with programming-in-the-small:problems with programming-in-the-large were attacked later. At that point, a second language was often added on top of the initial language. For example, parsing and compiler directives, such a s use, import, include, and local, w ere added. This second language generally had little connection with the original declarative foundation of the initial language: it was born out of the necessity to build large programs and its function was expediency. The meaning of the resulting hybrid language is often complex since it loses some of its declarative purity.
Occasionally, programming design is in icted with what we m a y call the recreating the Turing machine" syndrome. Turing machines were important b ecause they were the rst formal system that obviously computed and were clearly easy to implement at least the bounded version of them. They have not been considered seriously as programming languages for several reasons, including the di culty of understanding and reasoning about transition tables. Often the development of modular constructions in programming languages follows a similar path: it is generally easy to develop a language for programming-in-the-large that obviously separates and hides details and for which e cient implementations are possible. Often, however, it is di cult to reason about the meaning of the resulting language.
In order to avoid this syndrome we should ask that any proposal for programming-in-the-large meet several of the following high-level criteria.
1. There should be a non-trivial notion of the equivalence of modules that would guarantee that a module within a larger program can be replaced by an equivalent module without making an impact on the behavior of a larger program. This property is sometimes called representation independence see Section 3. Within logic programming, there might b e v arious versions of this requirement: for example, it may be ne on some occasions to allow equivalent modules to produce the same answers although they may produce them with di erent m ultiplicities. 2. Constructs for programming-in-the-large should not complicate the meaning of the underlying, declarative language. For example, in Prolog, a particular challenge is to get modular programming to work smoothly with higher-order programming uses of call 1. 3. Rich forms of abstraction, hiding, and parameterization should be possible. Within logic programming, w e can ask for the ability to abstract over individuals, functions, predicates, and collections of program clauses. 4. Modules should support transitions from speci cation to implementation. In particular, it would be desirable to have a rich calculus of transformations of program clauses and modules, including, for example, partial evaluation, fold unfold, and even compilation. 5. Important aspects of a module's meaning should be available and veri ed without examining the module in detail. Notions of interfaces often support this property. 6. The additional syntax for programming-in-the-large should also be readable, natural, and support separate compilation and re-usability.
The success of a proposal for modular programming should not be judged simply on its obviousness or easy of implementation: it should also be judged on its ability to support a large number of properties such as these.
There are some logical systems that can be used as a basis of logic programming and that contain natural notions of scope for program clauses and constants. For example, the logic of hereditary Harrop formulas, parts of which were developed independently by Gabbay and Reyle GR84 , McCarty McC88a, McC88b , and Miller Mil86, Mil89b, Mil90 , allows for a simple stack-based structuring of the runtime program and set of constants. The modal logic of Giordano, Martelli, and Rossi GMR88 provides an interesting variation on hereditary Harrop formulas that has a di erent runtime structuring of programs. A recent linear logic re nement of hereditary Harrop formulas by Hodas and Miller HM94 modi es the stack-based discipline of programs by allowing some program clauses to be deleted once they are used within a proof. For a recent survey of proposals for modular programming in logic programming, see BLM94 .
The approach w e shall take in this paper to developing a declarative modular programming language is to reduce programming-in-the-large to programmingin-the-small in such a w ay that modular programming can be explained completely in terms on the logical connectives of the underlying language. That is, a linked collection of modules would be mapped to a possibly large collection of possibly large formulas. Furthermore, we w ould like the combinators for building modules to correspond closely to logical connectives. The static semantics of a collection of modules is speci ed by describing how such modules denote a collection of constants and program clauses. The dynamic semantics of a collection of modules is speci ed by describing the collection of goal formulas that can be proved from them. Given the richness of hereditary Harrop formulas and their variants, the main challenge in specifying the static semantics of modules appears to be determining the scope and types of constants.
A speci c module proposal
We shall now turn to a speci c proposal for modules for Prolog. Since the underlying logic of Prolog is that of the intuitionistic actually minimal theory of hereditary Harrop formulas, we shall consider how modules can be mapped into such formulas. It would be interesting to consider a similar mapping into either the modal or linear logic variants of these formulas mentioned above. We shall not, however, consider these other variations here.
General comments
Prolog extends rst-order Horn clauses by allowing higher-order quanti cation and by allowing richer collections of logical connectives. As it turns out, the main scoping primitives for the module facility proposed here do not come from the higher-order quanti cation: in fact, the propositional logic fragment of Prolog supports the stack-based treatment of programming clauses. Higherorder quanti cation does play a role, however, in providing scope for predicate and function symbols as well as in providing for higher-order programming an important abstraction separate from the module proposal here.
Both the proof theoretic and model theoretic treatments of Prolog's foundation treat a program as a pair containing a signature and a set of clauses. For example, the proof theoretic treatment o f Prolog given in Mil90 uses sequents of the form ; P , ! G, where is a signature a collection of typed constants and P is a set of -formulas closed formulas all of whose non-logical constants are contained in . Similarly, a canonical model for a large fragment of the logic underlying Prolog can be given as a Kripke model where possible worlds are pairs h;Pi, where is a signature and P is a set of -formulas Mil92 .
Thus it will not be surprising that the module proposal presented will be based also on pairing signatures with program clauses. Even if Prolog was not a typed language signatures would be important since the set of constants available to a computation changes, and describing how that set of constants changes would make use of a notion of signature similar to that used here. Gunter Gun91 also makes use of signatures in developing a module calculus for Prolog.
What follows is just a draft of a proposal: much of it has not yet been debated by those currently using and building implementations of Prolog. Also, most experience with Prolog has been with small programs. Few people have y et had experience with large Prolog programs. This proposal is hopefully another step in determining a viable solution to programming-in-the-large in the logic programming setting. This proposal should also be relevant to modular programming for logic programming based only on rst-order Horn clauses: several aspects of this proposal can make sense in that logically weaker setting.
Persistent store
A persistent store, such as the Unix le system, is currently outside the scope of the logical core of Prolog and Prolog. Thus some non-logical predicates are required at the core of our module facility to deal with the persistent store. In particular, the predicate type load string -o performs a side-e ect: it is used to re ect some of the persistent store into the space of meaningful Prolog objects. As edits are done on les, new calls to load are needed to update these objects. An attempt to prove the atom load name takes the string name as a reference to an actual le. The resolution of this string into a le can be done in possibly many w ays. The method used in LP2.7 MN88 is to maintain a list of Unix path names and to search in them for a le whose name is name augmented with .mod". If such a le is found, then it is parsed and type checked. Other methods to resolve the string name with a le are possible.
Kinds and types
Prolog allows type constructors in order to build compound types. One such type constructor -is for building function space" and it is the only one that is built into Prolog. Other type constructors can be declared via the kind declaration. For example, kind bool type. kind list type -type. kind pair type -type -type.
As this example show, kind expressions are simple expressions involving only type and -, with the later nesting only to the right only rst-order kinds" are allowed. Qualifying a type constructor with a non-negative i n teger 0 instead of type, 1 instead of type -type, etc. could also have w orked here.
Types will be used to qualify constants. The subsumption relation on types is that familiar from rst order logic: a type is subsumed by another type if the rst is a substitution instance of the second.
Static semantics for types and terms
We shall assume that types are properly formed they respect kind declarations and that formulas and terms are well typed. See NP92 for a fuller discussion of this aspect of static semantics.
Signatures
Signatures are lists of tokens assigned kinds and types, and are denoted by the syntactic variable . The same token can be give n a t ype and a kind. In x declarations are also stored as members of signatures. The following is an example of a signature. The two k eywords infixl and infixr declare that the following token is to be parsed and printed as an in x symbol, with default to either the left or the right. The number following the token must be in the range 0 to 9, and denotes the grouping priority of that symbol. A formula is a -formula if it is a correctly typed, closed formula all of whose non-logical constants are from . Constants can be given multiple types within the same module or within accumulating chains of modules. It is an error if these types are not comparable via subsumption. Otherwise, the type assumed is the least general of those types. Signature descriptions are elaborated into signatures using the following rules. First, eliminate all accumulate keywords by replacing them with the signatures they name. In doing this, if a constant i s g i v en two in x declarations, then it is an error if those two declarations are not identical. Second, local can be dropped by deleting it and any constant of the same name in the accumulated signature. If localkind is present, then rst check to see if there are constants in the signature that have a t ype containing this type constructor. If so, produce an error. Otherwise, simply drop this declaration.
The notion of signature c ontainment is given simply as follows: 1 is contained in 2 if for every constant i n 1 given a kind, that constant is given the same kind in 2 , for every constant i n 1 given a type , that constant i s g i v e n a t ype in 2 that subsumes , and for every constant i n 1 given an in x declaration, that constant i s g i v en the identical in x declaration in 2 . This notion of signature containment will be needed for de ning equal signatures and for a certain kind of dynamic quali cation of modules see subsection 2.10.
The We shall assume that there is a special system signature that contains declarations for all logical and built-in constants of a given Prolog system. For example, it would contain the fact that the reverse implication symbol :-is an in x symbol associating to the left and that it has type o -o -o.
Module syntax
Modules will be built from kinds, types, and program clauses using the following keywords: type, kind, infixr, infixl, local, localkind, module, accumulate, and import. The meaning of type, kind, infixr, and infixl, are as they were for signature descriptions. The keyword module names a module similar to the keyword signature. The keywords local and localkind provide scope to constants and type constructors respectively within a module: the dynamic semantics of local will be interpreted as an existential quanti er, as described in Mil89a . The keywords accumulate and import will be described further below. It is possible for a formula to explicitly mention the name of a module. This is done using the module implication" construction. For example, the expression mod == G denotes the formula E = G , where the module mod elaborates to the formula E. There is also a syntax for quali ed module implications" written as === mod sig G where mod is a module name and sig is a signature name and G is a goal formula. This syntax is used in the case that mod is not known at parse-time: the module that eventually nds it way i n to this position must have a signature that is contained in the signature named by sig the latter must be known at parse-time. Thus, it is possible at this point t o h a ve a run-time signature error, which w ould force computation to quit. Module implications will be described more below.
Although only the keyword module must appear at the front of a module, for the convenience of parsing and reading modules, we assume that it is an error if a declaration of a constant appears after the rst occurrence using that constant.
All declarations are global within a module. Figure 1 contains 
Static semantics for modules
The static semantics of modules is used to determine which signature and program clauses are intended by a given module name or module description. Since we are attempting to reduce modules to formulas, recursion between modules is not allowed: that is, if mod1 imports or accumulates mod2 then mod2 can not import or accumulate, either directly or indirectly, module mod1.
A signature description is built from a module as follows.
1. Keep all type, kind, local, and localkind declarations as they are. 2. All module names used with import and accumulate keywords, as well as all module names used in module implications have their signatures accumulated. As far as signatures are concerned, importing is the same as accumulation. The di erence between these two declarations appears in their e ect on the construction of program clauses. 3. If the quali ed module implication" === mod sig G is used, then the signature named by sig is accumulated instead of the module mod. Notice that it is possible for local and localkind to provide scope to constants that are brought i n to a module via import, accumulate, == , and === as in Figure 1 . If import or accumulate is used in a module and there is no corresponding module with the correct name, then a signature with that name is used. Thus modules without clauses can simply be written as signatures.
The static semantics of the import keyword construction is a bit more involved than that for accumulate and follows closely the description given in Mil89b and implemented in LP2.7 and eLP EP89 . If a module mod1 contains the line import mod2 mod3.
then the modules mod2 and mod3 are made available via implications during the search for proofs of the body of clauses listed in mod1. T h us, if the formulas E 2 and E 3 are associated with mod2 and mod3, then a clause G A listed in mod1 is elaborated to the clause E 2^E3 G A. The fact that this gives a sensible dynamic semantics is explained below.
Notice that a module denotes both a set of program clauses and a signature. The signature that is inferred from a module can be used as an interface: when parsing and compiling modules, only the signature of an accumulated or imported module need be read.
Environment support
The process of parsing a module will also be accompanied by t ype checking and type inference. In particular, a le containing a module need not explicitly attribute a type to all constants and variables. In this case, the programming environment m ust be able to infer a reasonable type for the undeclared constants. Type inference can be done much as it is in ML: see NP92 for more discussion on possible type inference procedures for Prolog.
Signature checking and inference will also need to be done by the environment. Checking involves making certain that when modules are accumulated and imported, constants are not given incomparable types and declarations in two di erent signatures.
Dynamic semantics for modules
I shall assume that the reader is already familiar with the operational dynamic semantics of hereditary Harrop formulas, in particular, with the meaning of implications and universal quanti ers in goals. For a description of this aspect of these formulas, see any one of the following papers: BLM94, Mil90, MNPS91, NM88 .
Although the meaning of the accumulate keyword is simple, it is not present in either LP2.7 or eLP. It is similar to the use directive of Prolog Mali. If a module mod1 contains the line accumulate mod2 mod3.
then it is intended that the program clauses in mod2 and mod3 are available at the end of the list of program clauses listed explicitly in mod1. T h us, when selecting clauses in this module for backchaining over, accumulated clauses are selected after those listed in the module.
A description of the import keyword bene ts from some recent w ork on provability i n i n tuitionistic logic. For example, both Hudelmaier Hud89 and Dyckho Dyc92 have demonstrated that the implication-left rule of Gentzen's formulation of sequent calculus Gen69 can be re ned with respect to e ective proof search. For example, the implication-left rule can be split into several cases depending on the form of the implication. The following is one of these rules:
Consider the case when the formulas D and G 0 are the same atomic formula A as is the case with backchaining: ; P; E ; G A ,! G ; P; E G A ,! A : Notice that the formula E G A could be the result of importing a module E into a module containing the clause G A. Notice that backchaining on a clause in this module provides an operational reading of importing: the imported module is added to the current clauses along with the un-elaborated clauses from the initial module.
A generalization of this inference rule would be the following:
where A j is equal to A, for some j = 1 ; : : : ; n . The completeness of this rule can be found in KNW93 .
In the above inference rule, assume that the formula E is of the form 9 x:D where the list of typed, bound variables x are not in the signature . This inference rule could then be modi ed to be ; x; P; D ;
Thus, backchaining using a clause contained in a module that imports a second module containing local constants causes the imported module's local constants here the variables x and clauses here the formulas D to be loaded to the current signature and program.
An important aspect of Prolog's operational semantics is given by what is called the AUGMENT search rule: to prove the goal D G from the signature and program P, attempt to prove G from the signature and the augmented program P f Dg. An important v ariation of the AUGMENT search rule is presented in KNW93 where the AUGMENT search rule is modi ed to be the AUGMENT' search rule. This new rule is used only when the formula D is a module name and not for more general formulas: thus an operational but not declarative distinction between programming-in-the-large and small arises. The AUGMENT' rule essentially says that if the current program space already contains a module, that module should not be added again to the current program: that is, there should be at most one copy of a module in the current program space at a time. The goal mod == mod == G is operationally the same as mod == G. Such an optimization is unlikely at the level of formulas because of the cost of checking duplicates and because of the following example. Consider a goal of the form p a = p X = G, where X is a logical variable. If we w ere to check to see if p X is in the current context, we m ust decide whether or not to allow the uni cation of X with a. If such uni cation is allowed, then a new source of incompleteness is introduced: for example, if G above i s p b, then that query would not be proved although it is provable. If uni cation is not done, then it is possible for two copies of a clause to appear in the program space let G be X = a , the very thing that we w ere attempting to avoid. Thus, it seems sensible to avoid dealing with this situation and apply AUGMENT' only to module names.
Questions and additional features
Below are some questions and possible additional features that could be incorporated in the module system sketched above.
Parametric modules. When a module is de ned using the module keyword, it might be possible to add to it a signature over which that module is parametric. An example could be given as follows. plus the signature items in the system module, where int and is are given declarations. Since uses of parametric modules may contain terms that can be open, parametric modules would need to be processed using the AUGMENT and not AUGMENT' search rule. In this example, it is only the predicate variable Order that is abstracted and not the clauses that may de ne the predicate that eventually instantiates it. Thus, if Order were instantiated with the predicate constant lessthan, clauses for lessthan could come from the current e n vironment a s w ell as from the module quicksort itself if such clauses appeared there.
Using constants to denote modules and signatures. The names for modules and signatures should be converted to constants that are given types, say modname and signame, and declarations for these names need to be added destructively to the system module. In this way, the names of loaded modules will be available globally in a way that mirrors the persistent store on which the textual description of modules reside. Thus, == For the purposes of compilation and parsing, once a module is parsed and checked, the signature le for that module should be placed on the persistent store. It should only be this second le that is needed during parsing and compiling of other modules. The aux les generated by Prolog Mali BR92 are essentially signatures that parallel modules.
Quanti cation over module names. It may be possible to permit variables to range over modules if we are willing to admit runtime signature checking of modules. For example, consider a goal of the form === mod sig G. Here mod is a module whose signature is contained in that given by sig: this check w ould be done when this goal is attempted. Thus, in determining the static properties of a goal with this syntax, simply use the signature sig instead of attempting to determine the signature for mod, which m a y b e a v ariable. Thus, the goal ?-memb M mod1::mod2::mod3::nil, === M sig G.
would search for a module that can be used to establish the goal G. If all the modules mod1, mod2, and mod3 have a signature contained in the signature sig, then no runtime error is generated by this goal. The syntax === M sig G is essentially the same as M == G except that M must be restricted by the signature sig. Notice that it will not be possible to quantify over signature names.
Other declarations. Other declarations besides those for kind, type, and in x might also be allowed for constants and predicates. For example, certain types could be speci ed as being open or closed and certain predicates could have declarations describing how atomic goals could be suspended if certain argument positions are unbound.
Relationship to other aspects of an interpreter. The interaction of the module system with input output and with the top-level of an interpreter the read-prove-print loop must also be considered carefully. A quite sensible approach t o a voiding problems here is to take the approach of many programming languages although, not taken by Prolog of only printing out and reading in numbers and strings. Since these are globally available declared implicitly in the system" module problematic interactions between modules and input output can be averted. If a program wishes to read or print items of data types other than numbers and strings, parsers and printers must be written.
Formal aspects of this proposal
Connecting modular and higher-order programming. The interaction between modular programming and higher-order programming can be complex. In the setting here, it is possible for predicate names to appear within terms and for the code that describes such predicates to appear and disappear from the current program. Thus, the clauses de ning a predicate may not be present when the predicate inside a term is nally called. In a recent draft of the evolving Prolog standard, the resolution of such con icts was based on rather ad hoc considerations. With the proposal here, we are fortunate to have access to a higher-order theory of hereditary Harrop formulas MNPS91 to help us resolve problems about this interaction. Having explicit signatures, explicit quanti cation, and uni cation support for local constants helps to give more structure to this problem.
Representation independence. The design of Prolog has been motivated in part by the desire to make logic play as large a role as possible in e orts to extend the expressiveness of logic programming. Of the many reasons for pursuing declarative languages, one is the fact that such deep meta-theoretic properties as cut-elimination and model theoretic semantics can be used to reason about the text of programs directly. T h us, analyzing programming-in-the-small within pure" Prolog can be attacked using these deep principles. We can hope that the collections of modules can also be studied using these same principles.
As an example of such reasoning, consider the problem of representation independence for abstract data types. If we follow the line of argument given in Mil89a and above for coding abstract data types, representation independence follows directly. F or example, consider the following two existentially quanti ed formulas, E 1 and E 2 , which provide di erent implementations of queues. I shall use the syntactic variable E to range over possibly existentially quanti ed definite formulas. Here, we use Prolog's sigma to denote existential quanti ers: informally, w e can think of the quanti er expression sigma qu sigma f as the declaration local qu, f at the top of a module. sigma qu sigma f pi L empty qu L L , pi X pi L pi K enter X qu L f X K qu L K , pi X pi L pi K remove X qu f X L K qu L K . sigma emp sigma g empty emp , pi X pi L enter X L g X L , pi X remove X g X emp emp , pi X pi L pi K remove X g Y L g Y K :-remove X L K .
Let`be intuitionistic provability and let`+ be an enrichment o f that is conservative o ver`and that also makes it possible to reason about data structures that is, induction must be incorporated. Then if we show that E 1 and E 2 are equivalent i ǹ + , that is, E 1`+ E 2 and E 2`+ E 1 , then the following argument is immediate: if ,;E 1`G then ,;E 1`+ G since`+ enriches`; b y cut-elimination assumed also for`+, ,;E 2`+ G; nally, b y conservative extension, ,;E 2`G . T h us, if a goal G is provable using E 1 , i t i s p r o vable using E 2 the converse is similar. The fact that abstractions are based on logic made this argument particularly direct.
Conclusion
A proposal for programming-in-the-large is given for Prolog. It is based on introducing keywords and declarations into the basic syntax of formulas and types in such a w ay that their declarative meaning can be reduced to the declarative principles of programming-in-the-small. Given that the latter language here is based on hereditary Harrop formulas and that these formulas have v arious structuring and abstraction mechanisms, programming-in-the-large is capable of exploiting notions of modules, local declarations, importing, and parametric modules.
